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This game is part 3 of the series, and it has better overall polish than parts 1 and 2. In the first two installments, they established
the setting and characters, though the game mechanics were not polished. The puzzles were troublesome more on account of a
clumsy user interface, though this was in addition to the puzzles being somewhat obscure (i.e., just keep rubbing items together
until something works). Part 3 is a more satisfying, polished experience, in terms of plot structure, character motivations, puzzle
logic, artwork, and user interface. If you want to skip parts 1 and 2, then all you need to understand for part 3 is the following: --
SPOILERS -- The lead character (Alicia) was framed for having stolen a golden sphere, about the size of a softball. The sphere
is a piece of high technology that can hold an electric charge. The origins of the sphere are unknown, though more is revealed in
part 3. Alicia has a love interest (Blaine) that works for a corporation that has an interest in the golden sphere. Blaine has an ex-
love interest whom also works for the corporation. Alicia has a friend, Franky, who is essentially an alien minotaur. Though
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Franky was a minor supporting character in parts 1 and 2, he takes on a more important role in part 3.. AR-K The Great Escape
is the third installment in the AR-K series of point and click adventure games. It's a bit disappointing that the dev felt the need
to switch to individual installments purchased separately rather than the episodic format of the first two games, but this game is
an improvement in almost every aspect over the other two. To be honest, you could probably skip the first two episodes without
much trouble and drop right in at The Great Escape and still have a great experience. The story overall was interesting and had
much more of a sense of direction to it. The story that the game is telling is nothing new in the sci-fi genre, but it's told well.
Most of the characters are interesting and fun, and Alicia (the protagonist) is fleshing out to become a more likable character.
Voice acting is mostly great, all actors deliver their lines with believable emotion. However, the actors could have used a bit
more direction in terms of pronouncing names and made-up terms correctly (the name of Franky's species comes to mind) so
that the world feels a little more real. Additionally, the humour sometimes gets a little too self-referential (the conversation with
the little girl about "female characters", the guy who tells you to "wait for Chapter Four") and there was one kind of unnecessary
joke where the punch line is a male character disguising himself as a woman that might bother some people. I enjoyed most of
the puzzles a lot, particularly a great logic puzzle near the end (however the text in this puzzle could use a little native speaker
proofreading). Most of the time I felt like I knew what I was doing and why, which is really all I ask.. This is not ARK: Survival
Evolved. I know that, it's so funny to read those posts in the discussion. Ok, back to the game. It is the third episode of a
point&click adventure. Got the first one in a bundle and liked it. Bought the third episode on sale. This one is even better than
the first. I like the way you select the dialog options. Usually when it comes to dialogs I often dislike it, when I have to read a
sentence, and when I click it the protagonist reads that same sentence out loud. In this game you select icons which describe a
topic or mood. Like murder, witness, funny, serious, . It's not that long. Took me about 5 hours to complete this episode. And
another 8 hours idleing for one achievement (where you have to let it run for 8 hours).. After the disappointment that the
previous games where, this one really saves the day!!! It seems that the engine had a big update, the inventory is much better,
the dialogs actually lead you to the right answers to the puzzles and the scope of the scenery is much bigger! Definitely worth it!
Buy the previous ones, play with a walkthrough by your side then play this! The only technical issue I ran into was that some
audios are incorrect, but this is minor, really.. I love this game series cannot wait for the next part.
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